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Abstract: This article deals with consensus algorithms for heterogeneous multi-agent systems (MAS).
A control strategy based on a consensus algorithm which is decoupled from the original systems is
proposed. Consequently, its major advantage remains in the separation of the stability analysis of each
subsystem and the distributed control algorithm. Through the paper, it is shown that our method allows
using classical distributed consensus algorithms such as simple integrator consensus (with or without
delay) and distributed consensus filter algorithms. Finally, some simulations supporting our theoretical
results are presented, where the efficiency of the method is tested for completely arbitrary models.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Roughly speaking, Networked Control Systems (NCS) are spatially distributed systems with a communication network used
between sensors, actuators, and controllers, which allows flexible architectures with reduced installation and maintenance
costs. This means NCS’s applications can be found in a large
range of areas such as mobile sensor networks (Ögren et al.
(2004)), remote surgery, haptic collaboration over Internet,
multi-robot systems (Olfati-Saber and Murray (2004)), automated highway systems, averaging in communication networks
(Xiao and Boyd (2004)) and formation control (Dimarogonas
and Kyriakopoulos (2008); Ren (2007)). A recent review of the
vast literature in the field can be found in Olfati-Saber et al.
(2007), Hespanha et al. (2007) and Ren et al. (2005).
We consider a consensus algorithm (or protocol) as an interaction rule that specifies the information exchange between
an agent and all of its neighbors over the network in order to
reach an agreement regarding a certain quantity of interest that
depends on the state of all agents, see, e.g., Ren and Beard
(2007). Consensus algorithms are extensively studied in the
literature for identical multi-agent systems and in particular to
simple and double integrator dynamics, see, e.g., Olfati-Saber
and Murray (2004); Ren and Beard (2007) and the references
therein. However, increasing interest has turned to MAS with
general linear time-invariant dynamical agents, see, e.g., Scardovi and Sepulchre (2009); Wieland et al. (2011a).
In this paper, we are interested in consensus algorithms for
heterogeneous multi-agent systems, i.e., with non-identical dynamics representing, for example, different models or generations of robots. Assuming heterogeneous dynamics naturally
fits to several challenging applications relying, for instance,
on surface and underwater marine vehicles or on ground and
aerial robots. Therefore, this work is motivated by recognition,
recovery and search operations on a civil or military framework.
For a system consisting of heterogeneous dynamical agents,

the first question to be answered is whether there exists a consensus solution to such a system. Only a few papers consider
heterogeneous cases of the synchronization problem. In particular, Chopra and Spong (2008); Qu et al. (2007) solved the
output synchronization problem under a non linear approach.
Recent results restrict their attention to heterogeneous linear
dynamical systems Wieland et al. (2011b); Zheng et al. (2011);
Kim et al. (2011). Consensus for heterogeneous multi-agent
systems composed of simple and double integrators is presented
in Zheng et al. (2011) while Jönsson and Kao (2010) pertains
in consensus algorithms applied to a formation control problem.
Moreover, the authors of Wieland et al. (2011b) focus on linear
output synchronization of heterogeneous agents using an internal model approach. The same problem is analyzed in Kim et al.
(2011) taking into account uncertainties of the agents’ models.
This article proposes a control strategy based on a consensus
algorithm which is decoupled from the original systems. In
other words, we attribute to each agent an additional control
variable which achieves a consensus and thus, the measurement
variable of the each agent should converge to this additional
variable. The new algorithm offers the major advantage to
separate the stability analysis of each agent and the convergence
analysis of the distributed consensus algorithm. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, such approach is new and has not been
reported in the literature.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the problem formulation, while Section 3 will be devoted to the control design. In Section 4, we will proceed to stability analysis
of the algorithm. Section 5 briefly presents extensions of the
proposed algorithm to the case where delays appears in the
communication network and to distributed consensus filters.
Section 6 includes some illustrating simulation results. Finally,
Section 7 will present our conclusions and indicate possible
future research efforts.

Notation: Throughout the paper, the superscript ‘T ’ stands for
matrix transposition, Rn denote the n- dimensional Euclidean
space, and Rn×m is the set of n × m real matrices; Im represents
the identity matrix of dimension m × m. Finally, for any square
matrix M, the notation (M)i denotes the ith line of M and λk (M)
represents the kth eigenvalue of M. We denote for any i ∈ N
Ni (t) as the subset of N including all neighbors of agent i, i.e,
all nodes that agent i can sense at time t. For the graph G with
N vertices and an edge set given by E = {(i, j) : j ∈ Ni } the
adjacency matrix A = A (G) = (ai j ) is a N × N matrix given
by ai j = 1, if (i, j) ∈ E and ai j = 0, otherwise. If there is an edge
connecting two vertices i, j, i.e. (i, j) ∈ E, then i, j are called
adjacent. The degree di of vertex i is defined as the number of
its neighboring vertices, i.e. di = # j : (i, j) ∈ E. Denote also
dmax = max{di }. Let ∆ be the N × N diagonal matrix of di ’s.
The Laplacian of G is the matrix L = ∆ − A .
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we are going to study consensus algorithms for
a set of heterogeneous linear systems. One can easily conclude
that the control complexity for systems considering heterogeneous agents increases with respect to simpler frameworks.
Even though some results for such problem have been proposed
in literature, most of them presents major drawbacks such as
computational effort, complexity or accuracy of the solution.
Therefore, in this article an efficient way to simplify the control
design is proposed.
2.1 System Definition
Consider the multi-agent linear system:

 ẋi = Āi xi + Bi ui
yi = xi
∀i ∈ N = {1, . . . , N},
(1)

zi = Ci xi
where xi ∈ Rni , yi ∈ Rni , zi ∈ Rm and ui ∈ Rm are the state,
output, measurement and input vectors, respectively. Note that
it is assumed that the state of the system is available for the
design of the controller, i.e. yi = xi for all i ∈ N . For all
i ∈ N , the matrices Āi ∈ Rni ×ni , Bi ∈ Rni ×m and Ci ∈ Rm×ni ,
with m < min{ni } and ni > m are assumed to be constant and
known.
In this context, the objective of the paper is the design a
distributed control law which ensures that (i) each subsystem
is stable and (ii) the measurement vectors of each agent reach
an agreement.
2.2 Assumptions on the multi-agent system
In order to solve this problem, the following assumptions on the
systems are considered:
Assumption 1. (Heterogeneity): The N systems are assumed
to be heterogeneous.
In other words, this simply means that the matrices defining the
systems may differ from one agent to another one and that the
vectors xi may have different dimensions.
Assumption 2. (Homogeneity of the measurement vector):
The measurement vectors zi represents the same quantity of
interests for all agents. As a consequence, the measurement
vectors have the same dimension, or in other words, zi ∈
Rm ∀i ∈ N , where m < min{ni }.
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Fig. 1. Control architecture for agent i
Assumption 3. (Structures of the systems): For all i ∈ N , the
condition rank(Ci Bi ) = m holds.
Technically speaking, it means that the input vectors directly
affects the measurement vector.
Assumption 4. (Controllability): For each agent, the pair
(Ai , Bi ) is controllable.
In order to avoid a centralized solution of the problem, the
agents are assumed to be connected through a communication
network. In order to establish further stability results, the following assumption holds.
Assumption 5. (Graph’s connectivity): For any considered
graph G, we assume that the communication graph has a directed spanning tree.
3. CONTROLLER DESIGN
In order to achieve the goals mentioned above, a controller
composed of two parts, one corresponding to the local controller and one representing the consensus algorithm, is proposed. Thus, the control law for each agent is represented by:
(2)
ui (t) = uli (t) + uci(t), i ∈ N ,
where uli and uci are the local and the agreement controllers
respectively. The solution provided in this paper to solve this
problem is summarized in Figure 1. In the sequel, a method is
proposed for the design of the local and the agreement control
laws.
3.1 Local control law
According to Assumption 4, for each system, there exists a local
state feedback controller:
uli = −Ki xi ,
(3)
such that the matrix Ai = Āi − Bi Ki is Hurwitz. Thus, dynamics
(1) can the be written as:

ẋi = Ai xi + Bi uci ,
∀i ∈ N = {1, . . . , N}.
(4)
zi = Ci xi ,
The objective is to design a consensus algorithm which guarantees that the measurement vectors reach an agreement. In the
literature, classical distributed consensus algorithms have been
intensively studied. Inherently, their stability and performance
properties are well documented (see, for instance, Olfati-Saber
et al. (2007); Ren and Beard (2007); Hespanha et al. (2007) and
the references therein).
3.2 Distributed Consensus algorithm
In the context of the paper, the main idea is to add additional
dynamics to the control law of each system which correspond

to a simple consensus algorithm. As a starting point, we will
consider the simplest situation where the dynamics of this
additional dynamics are driven by:

ν̇i = −

∑ (νi − ν j ),

j∈Ni

∀i ∈ N ,

(5)

where νi ∈ Rm . This allows defining the augmented vector ν =
[ν1 , . . . , νN ]T and thus the previous consensus algorithm can be
rewritten in a matrix form such as ν̇ = −L ⊗ Im ν , where L is the
Laplacian matrix associated to the communication graph of the
the multi agent system and ⊗ represents the classical Kronecker
product.
The stability of such system has been widely studied in the
literature, see, for example, Olfati-Saber et al. (2007); Ren and
Beard (2007) among many others. The well known convergence properties of (5) naturally motivate it as an appropriated
“choice” for the additional dynamics. The rest of the contribution consists in using this well known consensus algorithm to
reach an agreement on those additional dynamics, while applying a standard model tracking based controller to the remaining
system. This ensures that the real system will have identical
performances as the additional model. Due to the interactions
between them, uci must be designed in a proper manner such
that two correlated objectives are fulfilled:
(
lim (νi − ν j ) = 0,
t→∞
(6)
∀i, j ∈ N 2 .
lim (zi − νi ) = 0,
t→∞

In other words, system (5) can then be seen as a reference model
for system (1). Then, it is natural to introduce the error vector
between the measurement vector z from (1) and the additional
dynamics ν given by:
εi = zi − νi .
(7)
We wish to e ensure that each εi converges to zero as the
time evolves, therefore the evolution of εi has the following
dynamics ε̇i = −β εi where β > 0. Thus, it follows:
żi − ν̇i = −β (zi − νi ),

Ci (Ai xi + Bi uci ) + (L)i ⊗ Im ν = −β ε .

(8)

Due to the Assumption 3, Ci Bi is invertible for all agent i, and
thus our controller can be expressed as a standard asymptotic
output tracking controller (see Isidori (1995)) defined by:
(9)
uci = (Ci Bi )−1 (ν̇i − β (zi − νi ) − Ci Ai xi ) .
Remark 1. One might see that in the previous calculus we
inherently assume that, at each time instant, each agent i has
access to its own full state. Despite the fact that, theoretical
speaking, this does not represent a too conservative condition,
the same comment does not hold in terms of practical application. However, this assumption might be relaxed by applying a
observer and using the estimated state instead. Tough, for sake
of brevity, the synthesis of this observer will not be considered.
Relying on a decoupling approach as well, a solution to the output synchronization problem for heterogeneous agents is presented in Wieland et al. (2011b). In particular, authors showed
that an internal model requirement is necessary and sufficient
for exponential synchronizability of a group of heterogeneous
agents. Following Scardovi and Sepulchre (2009), the authors
add an internal model to the dynamics of each agent and synchronize these identical exosystems in order to achieve output
synchronization of the multi-agent systems.

Our objective is to obtain a very simple control technique to
reach consensus of heterogeneous multi-agent systems. The
main difference with respect to Wieland et al. (2011b) is that
the heterogeneous synchronization problem is solved using the
properties of simple-integrator consensus algorithms. Consequently, this approach can easily be extended to more complex
and realistic situations where, for instance, communication delays or external references are considered. Moreover, this structure seems to considerably reduce the control complexity and
computational efforts with respect to Wieland et al. (2011b).
4. STABILITY ANALYSIS
The next theorem states our main result:
Theorem 1. If Assumptions 1-5 are satisfied, then the control
law (2), given by:
ui = −Ki xi + (Ci Bi )−1 (ν̇i − β (zi − νi ) − Ci Ai xi )
(10)
where ν̇i is given by (5), guarantees that the multi-agent system
(1) is stable and reaches an asymptotic measurement variable
consensus.
Proof.
According to Assumption 3 and following Edwards and Spurgeon (1995,
 1998), there exists a change of coordinates of the
χi
form
= Ti xi , such that each system (4) can be rewritten as
zi
follows:   
  

0
χ̇i
A11i A12i
χi
(11)
=
+
u ,
żi
A21i A22i
zi
B2i ci

where χi ∈ Rni −m and


A11i A12i
= Ti Ai Ti−1 .
A21i A22i

Note that, in this representation, A11i ∈ R(ni −m)×(ni −m) is Hurwitz, B2i ∈ Rm×m is invertible and satisfies Ti Bi = [0 BT2i ]T . In
Edwards and Spurgeon (1995, 1998), a method is proposed to
construct the matrix Ti representing the change of coordinates.
The system is now rewritten in an appropriate representation to
analyze the problem of measurement variable consensus. Due
to previous transformation, the control law (10) can be rewritten
as:
ui = −Ki xi + B−1
(12)
2i [ν̇i − β (zi − νi ) − [0 Im ]Ti Ai xi ]
Consider system (1) with the control law (12). For all i ∈ N ,
each closed-loop system becomes:

ẋi = (Āi − Bi Ki )xi + Bi (B2i )−1 [ν̇i − β (zi − νi ) − [0 Im ]Ti Ai xi ] .
Following the line presented in the control design section, some
computations show that the previous system is equivalent to:
  
  

0
χ̇i
A11i A12i
χi
=
+
.
żi
0
−β Im
zi
β Im − (Li ) ⊗ Imν
Recalling that ε = zi − νi , one has:
  
  

A12i νi
χ̇i
A11i A12i
χi
=
+
.
(13)
ε̇i
0 −β Im
εi
0
On the other hand, the variable νi is obtained by solving a
consensus problem summarized as ν̇ = −L ⊗ Im ν which is
known to be stable provided that the communication graph
contains a directed spanning tree. Consequently, limt→+∞ (νi −
ν j ) = 0, for all (i, j) ∈ N 2 . Finally, applying a separation
principle allows concluding on the stability of the multi-agent
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Fig. 2. Application framework
system (13) for all i ∈ N . Thus, for all i ∈ N , limt→+∞ (νi −
zi ) = 0.
It is important to point out that the method proposed in this
paper allows splitting the analysis of each agent and the analysis
of the distributed consensus algorithm. Therefore, it is possible
to extend the previous control law to more general situations,
where for instance the communication link induces transmission delays as provided in Munz et al. (2008), Seuret et al.
(2008) or when one considers distributed filters as in OlfatiSaber and Shamma (2005). In fact, practical applications such
as the control of a fleet of mobile robots naturally ask for
environment constrained controllers or robustness to transmission delays induced by communication network. This will be
detailed in the sequel.
Remark 2. An other important issue concerns the agreement
point. It has been shown (see the proof of Theorem 1) that (1)
will achieve consensus where z(∞) depends on the initial conditions of the consensus variables νi . Thus, no matter which the
initial state of the system is, (1) will always achieve consensus
on the agreement value of ν (see for instance Figure 3(b)).
5. EXTENSIONS TO MORE COMPLEX SITUATIONS
5.1 Consensus algorithms with transmission delays
In this section, it is assumed that agent i has access to its own
variable without any delay, but receives the information from
its neighbors after a time-delay caused by the communication
network. Consider further as an approximation that all the
communication delays are constant and equal to τ which can be
assimilated as an average delay. In this situation, the additional
dynamics becomes:
ν̇i (t) = ∑ ai j (ν j (t − τ ) − νi (t)), i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, (14)
j∈Ni

where it is assumed that ∑ j∈Ni ai j = 1, for all i ∈ N . Knowing
→
−
that the vector 1 is an eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue
”0” of the Laplacian matrix, it is possible to find a change of
coordinates such that ν = W η and:


B 0
−1
W LW = T
,
(15)
0 0
 
U1
where W is a non singular matrix such that W −1 =
and
U2
U2 = (U)N . A stability condition of the consensus algorithm
with communication delays is described as follows:
Theorem 2. [ Seuret et al. (2008) ] Consider the system (14)
with a constant delay τ . If there exists τ̄ ≥ τ such that:
sτ̄

• 1 + λi(−B − I) 1−e
6= 0, for all s ∈ C+ , and
s

• there exist symmetric and positive-definite matrices P, S
such that the following LMI holds:
 T

B P + PB + τ̄ S BT P(B + I)
< 0,
(16)
(B + I)T PB
−τ̄ S

then all elements of ν converge asymptotically to a common
value νeq which is given by:
!
R
ν (0) + e−τ s −0 τ ν (t)e−ts dt →
−
νeq = U2 lim s
1.
s→0
s + (1 − e−τ s)
Consequently, the following result holds:
Corollary 1. If Assumptions 1-5 and the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, the control law (10) where ν̇ is given in (14),
ensures that the multi-agent system (1) is stable and reaches an
asymptotic measurement variable consensus.
5.2 Consensus algorithms with external reference
In this section we focus on reference-based consensus algorithms (see Olfati-Saber and Shamma (2005)). Our objective
here is to develop a distributed algorithm that allows the agents
to track an external signal while the consensus agreement is
achieved. It is considered that each agent receives a different
signal, or the same signal corrupted by noise for instance. In this
case the objective is to achieve a measurement variable consensus while tracking the average of all external signal references.
Let ri ∈ Rm be the external signal reference received by agent
i ∈ N . In this situation, the new additional system can then be
expressed as
ν̇i = −α ∑ (νi − ν j ) + ∑ (r j − νi )
(17)
jNi

j∈Ji

where Ji = Ni ∪ {i} and r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]T denotes the external
signals. As mentioned before, our objective is to reach an
agreement on the average of measurements such that νi →
rc , ∀i ∈ N where rc = N1 ∑Ni=1 ri .
Theorem 3. [ Olfati-Saber and Shamma (2005) ] Let ri be a
signal with uniformly bounded rate such that following inequal→
−
ity is satisfied kr∗ k ≤ γ1 , where r∗ = 1 ⊗ rc . Then ν = r∗ is a
globally asymptotically ε -stable equilibrium of the consensus
algorithm given by (17) with
√
1/2
γ1 N(1 + dmax) + γ2 γ3 )λmax (Aα )
ε=
,
5/2
λmin (Aα )
where constants γ2 and γ3 are defined as
(18)
kr − r∗ k ≤ γ2 ,
kBTα Aα k ≤ γ3 ,
and where Aα = α L + IN + ∆ and Bα = IN + A .
In our case, the following result holds:
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Corollary 2. If Assumptions 1-5 and the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied, the control law (10) where ν̇ is given in (17),
ensures that the multi-agent system (1) is stable and reaches an
measurement variable ε −consensus.
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It is clear that the agents are characterized by different dimensions and stability properties. Moreover Assumptions 1-4 are
fulfilled. Thus, a pole placement allows us to find matrices Ki ’s
such that the matrices Ai = Āi − Bi Ki are Hurwitz.
Consider that these four agents are connected trough a graph
expressed by the following Laplacian matrix


1 −1 0 0
 0 1 −1 0 
L=
.
0 0 1 −1 
−1 0 0 1
Note that this choice is not restrictive, as long as L represents a
graph containing a spanning tree satisfying Assumption 5.
In a first case, the heterogeneous agents must agree on the
same height by applying the control strategy detailed in Section 3. Related to Remark 2, a special attention is paid to
the influence of non-identical initial conditions (between the
additional model and the multi-agent system) over convergence
properties. In a second case, the robot fleet is moving trough
a changing environment. More precisely, the ground profile
varies with the position of the fleet, while the objective aims to
keep a constant height for the fleet with respect to the ground.
This particular application has a pertinent practical meaning
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In this section, some results regarding the efficiency of the
approach introduced in the previous sections will be presented.
We are particularly interested in applications considering the
motion control of a set of mobiles robots. Therefore, consider a
set of N = 4 heterogeneous flying robots (Figure 2). In order to
fit with our problem, the matrices Āi , Bi , and Ci for the different
agents are defined by
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Fig. 4. Reference signals and heterogeneous MAS response
since, in several operations, such as search and recovery operations, robots usually move trough changing/hostile environment. Therefore, distributed collaboration, by exchanging individual measurements in order to achieve the control objectives,
becomes a key issue.
Consider for the moment Figure 3 1 . Figure 3(a) shows simulation results for the closed-loop system (1) controlled by (2).
We can clearly see that both systems reach a consensus, where
the agreement value corresponds to ν (∞). Note that, since the
chosen L matrix is doubly stochastic, ν (∞) corresponds to the
average of the initial conditions of the additional model, i.e,
ν (∞) = ave{ν (0)}. Figure 3(b) shows the same set of heterogeneous agents initialized with different initial conditions
from those of the additional variables. Once more, we can see
that system (1) achieve consensus, converging to the agreement
value of the additional model ν (∞). This simulations enhance
the conclusion mentioned in Remark 2, as well as the advantages of the referenced based algorithm introduced in Section
5.2. In Figure 3(c), we can find simulation results for the closedloop system (1) controlled by the delayed additional algorithm
1

For all figures, the dashed line corresponds to the additional dynamics,
whereas the star line represents the measurement vector z evolution.

(14). For these simulations, we considered that all the communication delays are constant and equal to τ = 0.6s, which in
other words can be assimilated as an average delay. Note that in
Figure 3(a),3(c) both the dashed line and the star line are completely overlapped due to equal initial conditions. Figure 3(c)
shows that all elements of both the delayed additional dynamics
νi and the measurement vector zi , asymptotically converge to a
common value νeq previously defined. These results enhance
the efficiency of the proposed strategy when more complex
situations are considered for the additional system.
Consider now the application setup illustrated in Figure 2.
While previous simulation results concern the first case, where
flying robots must agree on a common height, consider now the
second application case assuming that agents are moving on a
changeable environment. Initially, agents are supposed to agree
on a same height. At a certain time instant different for each
agent i, the ground level changes due to a cliff or an obstacle.
Therefore, such a case naturally asks for the external referencebased control strategy mentioned in Section 5.2. Thus, agents
are supposed to perform an efficient reference tracking and
to finally agree on a common height. Figure 4 2 shows the
simulation of four flying vehicles controlled by the reference
based control law (17), where the input signals ri are different
for every agent i. We can see the evolution of the measurement
vector z of system (1), as well as the evolution of the error
zi − rc , where rc corresponds to the average of the reference
signals. Therefore, we can see that all measurements vectors
zi of system (1) on a common value rc , satisfying our control
objectives. All previous results show the efficiency of our
approach. We have shown that by using simple additional
dynamics, the control of a high order heterogeneous multiagent system not only becomes possible, but can be done with
low constraints on system (1) and with low calculation load.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel approach for heterogeneous multi-agent
systems to reach measurement variable consensus has been
presented, designed and analyzed. The major advantage of the
proposed algorithm remains in the separation of the stability
analysis of each subsystem and the distributed control algorithm. It has been shown that the method allows using classical
distributed consensus algorithm for simple integrator dynamics
in order to derive a appropriated control law for a complex system composed of non-identical agents. Furthermore, we have
also shown that different additional dynamics can be used,
such as delayed simple integrator consensus and distributed
consensus filter algorithms. This approach, when compared
with the available results on literature, appears to have good
performances, since other solutions offer some drawbacks as
calculation complexity or restrictive assumptions.
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